yankee swap

SUBSTITUTING YANKEE SWAP CARDS IN A GAME OF

downeast
dealer
The Yankee Swap deck may be used to add variety to a
game of Downeast Dealer. To do so, remove six of the Coal
cards from the deck, leaving four remaining Coal cards. The
Yankee Swap deck may now be substituted for the yard-sale
item deck in Downeast Dealer. The “Scratch-off” cards take
the place of “Treasure” cards and perform the same function
– introducing new cash into the game. The “Coal” cards take
the place of the “Thief” cards – players bid to keep Coal
away when it is revealed, and the player with the completeset of Coal at the end of the game loses one set of gifts.

2-10 PLAYERS, AGES 8+

CREDITS
For more information, visit: downeastdealer.com

5-15 MIN GAME TIME

GOAL
Bring gifts to your local Yankee Swap. Generously give
gifts to other players. Avoiding taking stuff home.

Find us on Facebook at:
facebook.com/downeastdealer
Find us on Twitter at: @downeastdealer

SETUP
Each player begins with Coal cards as follows:

For questions, please email us at:
downeastdealer@gmail.com
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• 2-4 player game: 2 Coal cards each
• 5 or more player game: 1 Coal card each
Set aside all unused Coal cards out of play.
Shuffle the rest of the gifts. Set a number of gifts
equal to the total number of “Coal” cards held by the
players face down “under the tree” in a separate pile
between all of the players. Deal all remaining gifts face
down to the players. There may be an uneven number
of cards in players’ hands - that’s okay.

GAMEPLAY

CONTINUING PLAY AND ENDING THE GAME

COAL

The youngest player begins by giving a gift, face down, from

Play continues as the player who took the last gift offers any

Coal cards are played a little differently than other cards.

their held cards to any player at the table. The gift giver then

gift from their held cards to any other player at the table

First, a player may not declare a gift to be Coal – players can

declares what the gift is (he or she might bluff, or might be

(face down), beginning a new round.

only declare gifts to be one of the normal 10 gift items.
Second, unless correctly guessed by the recipient, a Coal

telling the truth). The gift recipient now has a choice:
Rounds continue until one of the following occurs:
Re-gifting: A player may pick up the gift offered to her, look
at it, and give it to any other player at the table face down.

card is taken face up by whichever player declines it as a
gift. For example: Lucy gives a gift to Jude, and declares “It’s

In a 2 to 4 player game:

a Wreath.” Jude declines the gift “you shouldn’t have –

The re-gifter now declares what the gift is (again, bluffing is

• Any player has three of the same gift (including Coal).

because it isn’t a Wreath…” The card is turned over and

allowed).

• Any player whose turn it is to give a gift (not re-gift) has

revealed to be Coal. Jude was right – it wasn’t a Wreath.

no held cards to give.
Decline the gift: “You shouldn’t have…” Instead of picking
up the gift and re-gifting it, a gift recipient may graciously

Normally Jude avoids taking the gift with a correct guess.
Since the card is Coal, however, Jude takes the card as the

In a game of 5 to 10 players:

recipient.

decline the gift. A player does this by saying “You shouldn’t

• Any player has three of the same gift (including Coal).

have…”, and then offers one of three reasons:

• Any player has gifts which total 207 points or more.

The only ways to avoid taking possession of a Coal card are

• Any player whose turn it is to give a gift (not re-gift) has

to re-gift the Coal, or to correctly identify the card as Coal

• Because it is _____ (the gift it was declared to be).

no held cards to give.

when it is given to you. Remember, each player has only one
or two Coal cards (depending on the

-OR• Because it isn’t _____ (the gift it was declared to be).

If any of these conditions are met, the player who meets the

number of players) so a savvy player

-OR-

condition has lost the game.

will keep track of how many Coal cards

• Because it is Coal.
The gift card is then turned over and revealed for all to see.
If the player who declined the gift is correct, the gift is

the other players may still be holding.
Finally, when a player takes a Coal card,
he or she must also take a gift from

placed face up in front of the giver. If the player who

“Under the Tree”, and turn it face up

declined the gift is incorrect, the gift is placed face up in

in front of them. That gift now belongs

front of the player who declined the gift.

to the player.

